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Guide to Wireless Network SecuritySpringer, 2006
With the rapid deployment of wireless networks in business environments, IT professionals must implement security mechanisms that are equivalent to those existing today for wire-based networks. This volume is an authoritative, clearly-presented guide to key foundation topics and technology frameworks for designing and maintaining secure,...
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The Web Designer's RoadmapSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		Welcome to another book about web design! Well, actually, this one’s different. This book will also
	
		delve into the creative side of designing for theWeb, including a look at art history and some sources
	
		of inspiration for the intrepid web designer. In the main, we’ll be discussing the phases of the design...
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Marketing Plans for Services: A Complete GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Marketing Plans for Services, Third Edition is written in a pragmatic, action-orientated style and each chapter has examples of marketing planning in practice. The authors highlight key misunderstandings about marketing and the nature of services and relationship marketing.


	The marketer is taken step-by-step through the key phases...
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Communicating Systems & Networks: Traffic & Performance (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2004

	This book originates from the desire to perpetuate expertise in the field of
	performance evaluation, particularly for telecommunication systems and
	networks. It is obviously impossible to translate into a single work all the
	facets of an activity which encompasses many systems and a great variety of
	domains such as standardization,...
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The Bloomsbury Companion to Aristotle (Bloomsbury Companions)Bloomberg Press, 2014

	Aristotle is one of the most crucial figures in the history of Western thought, and his name and ideas continue to be invoked in a wide range of contemporary philosophical discussions. The Bloomsbury Companion to Aristotle brings together leading scholars from across the world and from a variety of philosophical traditions to survey...
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The Ultimate Digital Library: Where the New Information Players MeetAmerican Library Association, 2003
Ihave literally been writing this book in my head for five years, and I must admit to leaping at the chance to create it when ALA Editions first approached me. The topic—simply described as “libraries and vendors”— represents such an undercurrent to how I think about libraries and librarianship that the first outline spilled...
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Public Key Cryptography  PKC 2008: 11th International Workshop on Practice and Theory in Public-Key Cryptography, Barcelona, Spain, March 9-12, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
These are the Proceedings of the 11th International Workshop on Practice and Theory in Public Key Cryptography – PKC 2008. The workshop was held in Barcelona, Spain, March 9–12, 2008.

It was sponsored by the International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR; see www.iacr.org), this year in cooperation with MAK, the...
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Geochemistry of Chromium in the Earth’s Mantle (Springer Geology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides an analysis of an actual problem of the evolution of deep matter under the conditions of the upper mantle, transition zone, and uppermost lower mantle. This issue has a fundamental importance in geochemistry, petrology, mineralogy, and crystalochemistry of the mantle, at different depths. The authors discuss new...
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Functional and Object Oriented Analysis and Design: An Integrated MethodologyIGI Global, 2006

	Functional and Object Oriented Analysis and Design: An Integrated Methodology teaches students of information systems, software engineering, computer science and related areas how to analyze and design information systems using the FOOM methodology. FOOM combines the object-oriented approach and the functional (process-oriented) approach. It...
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Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the TrenchesAddison Wesley, 2002
The process of designing and building today's dynamic Web applications comes with a host of challenges not typically solved by traditional project management methodologies. A wealth of practical resources, Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the Trenches is a book of solutions...
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Making Great Games: An Insider's Guide to Designing and Developing the World's Greatest Video GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Join videogame industry veteran Michael Thornton Wyman on a series of detailed, behind-the-scenes tours with the teams that have made some of the most popular and critically acclaimed videogames of the modern era. Drawing on insider's perspectives from a wide variety of teams, learn about the creation of a tiny, independent game project...
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Complete Guide to Digital Project Management: From Pre-Sales to Post-ProductionApress, 2018

	Get a 360-degree view of digital project management. Learn proven best practices from case studies and real-world scenarios. A variety of project management tools, templates, models, and frameworks are covered.

	

	This book provides an in-depth view of digital project management from initiation to execution to monitoring and...
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